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G.P.O. Box 1404,

Sxiva, Fiji.

19th Pehruaiy, 1976,

, ^lerewith "precis" of the last hatch of
transcrip^Es which I recently received. Mowhray has now
virtually ceased his production of documents, and is
getting down to what he calls his "propositions". There
is much interesting stuff in it, hut, owing to the time
factor, I have kept the "precis" short. Por example, a
good deal of the latter part of the last transcript
deals with G-rimhle's action under the 1951 Ordinance,
where he had to fix the royalties - his position as an
officer of the Crown, where Grown interests were
obviously involved, and his statutory duties under the
Ordinance where it is argued he had obligations to do
his best for the Banabans. However, such things I think
or, at any rate, sincerely hope - are far above our
heads.

2 I finished doing the last of the transcripts last
nisht and this morning received your letter of the
14th February. Tou must be in fighting trim to spew out
such a succession of erudite epistles.
3 Before I answer your letter(s), I wouldmake the
-Pnil ot.7inff remarks re^rding the last transcripts:-

(a) they ar4 veiy definitely "E & 0 E". Time is of
the essence in sending this letter to you, so I
have had no time to check the "precis";
I am sorry to have to send ^cu some photocopies
of some of the pages in the last lot of transcripte
but they subjects which it is virtually
impossible to precis briefly, and yet they are
subjects about which I think it is important for
you to know something - especially the second lot;
I realize that this (and earlier material I hav©
sent you may weigh you down a bit. I personally
am shortly handing over a heavy envelope of
material to the UK EC here with the request that
it may be sent home by the bag and delivered as
soon as possible to await my arrival at the RGS.
This should not be difficult since we are to take
a week en route.

(b)

(c)

4. How to sit down to answer your letters; first, your
letter of the 9th Februa:^:-

(1) - I am having the minutes of
our meeting with the Banabans about Kennedy in
J\me, 1946, photocopied, and certified, since
that mi ght prove necessary and it is best not to
take chances. I now enclose the photocopies;
vour -paragpanh - I have kept and am keeping
Lester Gaynor fully informed of our movements. He
wants us to ring him (call collect) from Miami
(now presumably New Orleans);

(3) Your naragranh 3(4) - Pearl Binder's separate
reprint posted to you yesterday;

(4) your naragranh 3(5) - I doubt if you will get
away with this for if you agree with both, you
will continuously contradict yourself I As for
the three hour maximum, I thibk you will be lucky
to get away with it;

(5) votir naragra-ph 4 and enclosure that will be
quite enough snide remrks from you, I%ude, about
your colleague;

(6) vour naragra.nhs 3 and 6 - I doubt if this material
is worth using;

(7) your naragranh'7 - the YC and Mowbray are_ still
battling away aboutudutrusteeship^ etc, I think ny
earlier point is still valid —r.e, what is it

a legal aspect ?

Professor Ifeude, O.B.B,,
Canberra,
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(8) your paragraph 8(8) - distribution of copies of
the Statement of Intentions - we must agree on
what we are going to say. My feeling is that we
did hand out come copies;

(9) your naragraoh 8(17) and (50) - noted and my
notes amended accordingly; and,

(10) your paragranh 10 - the Banaban Funds Ordinance.
I have checked again with the Fiji file. Eric
Bevington started the ball rolling with a minute
to Vaughan (AG) to frame a Bill. Vaughan did so
and returned file to Eric. I noted on 22,4.48,
that you were due on the "Matua" and to b.u. then,
I then minuted -

"RC, GEIC, (I^Ir. Ifeude), I should like to
discuss this draft Bill with you after you
have peinided it. Will you please telephone me.

P.B.M. 29.4.48.".

I later noted (10.5.48.) "Spoken with AG.
Definitions to be excluded but preamble altered,
tiaude agrees". So you may have been at the
discussion with AG, or not; but you saw the Bill
and agreed xfith its provisions subject to my last
note;

(11) yonr paragraph 11(a) - it would not be possible
to obrain proper advice on this locally, and we
shall have to wait till London;

(12) your naragranh 11(b) - I have looked through all
the Gazettes (bound volumes) between 1940 and
1969 (I'iiich is the latest we have) and- believe
it or not Ordinance No, 5 of 1940 has never been
amended, and no Island Land Code (including that
for Banaba) has ever been proclaimed by the HO as
required by the Ordinance; and,

(13) your -Daragranh (unnumbered, antenenultimatel) -
I should have given you ny telephoao number -
Suva 585514 (home) Suva 22115 (W Archives). I am
sorry I did not have the benefit of your advice.

5, Now for your letter of the 14th February (l can
scarcely keep up with thistottential inflowi (Letter's
naragcaphs unnumbered again)I

^ -nci-PMyrauh 1 - enough of this skiting, Maude |
•r.Q-v.ag-raph 2 - the attached are likely to be the
last lot of precis sent to you, but I will watch
the next lot - probably the last before I leave;
->a.ro.graphs 5-5 - no, I think the following(c) explanation is more likely. I met Tofinga in the
street some weeks ago, and he said he was off to
London on the case the following day. So I
jocularly made some remark to the effect that
I might turn up one of these days to see that he
could t2?anslate words like "Kairoroa" properly.
He may well have taken this to mean that I was
going and informed the plaintiffs accordingly.
Vinelott never mentioned, or even hinted, that
our appearance was to be a surprise. Luckily,
after outlining my feelings about Rotan to
Macdonald at some length, all I said was that
"I had even been approached by 'the other side'"
but I did not elaborate and he did not pursue
the point. But I wish I had known of Vinelott's
views;

(d) vour paragraphs 6 and 7 - I think you should ex
plain this to Vinelott in London;
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(e) your paragra'ph 8 - tickets - the AG- IIKHC here
has sent a succession of telegrams to Sands
but says he can get no rep!^. British Airways
cannot of course issue my ticket \intil they
Icnow (presinnably from British Airways in
Canberra) just what all the various flight
numbers are and on what days); also hotel
reservations, etc. I wish you could get some
decisive action on this either thru' Sands or
British Airways Canberra. I will go and see
the latter this afternoon and try and stir
them up. Bag - okay, I will get it here.
Insurance - I have done this for myself here.
Hotels - I note that you are booking for me
too - good;

(f) your paragraph 9 - good; I will go and pawn my
tropical clothes;

(g) vo-ur paraCTanh 10 - I quite agree. But I have
just compiled a letter to Ing giving him the
hours I have spent on transcripts, "position
papers", discussions vrith UEHC, etc, and asked
that I should be compensated as he said in a
letter jo you (I think in November) that we
certainly must not be out of pocket. I thihk
they will be reasonable, lake it up when you ,;
get home - before we give evidence!;and, !

(h) vour Unragranh 11 - I have got you a rather
inferior photocopy of the Order in Council of
27.1.16. The trouble about the one of 1900 is
that there was no HPHC Gazette then and the
files of those years are in a shocking state.
But to revert to the 1916 Order. It will not
help you per se - repeat per se. But I have
sent you a copy of the earlier Proclamation
which made all the other 6&E Islands into a
Colony, because sections of that vrhich I have
marked do meet your point, and the provisions
must surely apply to OQean Island when it was
incorporated in the Colony by the 1919 Proclam
ation.
Reverting to the 1900 Proclamation - was there
one ? All I can find at present is a Proclam
ation by the HC (O'Brien) annexing Ocean Island
at the instance of the 33. I realize that that
is not an Order in Council and will search
further but must now get this letter, etc,

avray.
See you on the 29th - if I can get the

ticket - love to Honor|
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G.F.O. Boi 1404,

Suva, Fiji,

Sunday, 8th February, 1976.

For quite a fev days past, my hands have been overflowing with
the preparation of what I might call "position psapgrs" for you; with coping
with telegrams from Davies, Brown & Co, telephone conversations with John
Macdonald in London and you and Honor in Canberra; with arranging details
concerning my insurance for the visit to the UK; for acquiring a new servant
and "breaking her in" - since the burglary; and so on and so forth. Never
theless, 1 have in between whiles been able to glance at some of the trans-
ripts, the pile of which is now mounting somewhat rg^idly.

2. I see from Ing's letter to you of the 19th January, that he has sent you
the transcript for the 14th January (l only received it two dqf s agoj)* knd,
apart from the partic\ilar pages to which Ing has drawn your attention, the
whole of the transcript will, if you can manage to - at least - Rl<ini through
it, I think make clear to you how appallingly difficult it would be for me to
attempt much of a i «mmaiy of each transcript.

5. As I read the first two or three transcripts (fortunately these are
sensibly numbered in series), to try and find out what they are about, I note
two or three main points:-

(a) the whole exercise so far appears to be >diat might be termed
"presentaticm ofldocuments" (l believe "production of documents" is
the correct tenjt on which the plaintiffs propose to rely to prove
their case;

however, usually Mowbray (plaintiffs' counsel) merely reads a few(b) as,

(c)

(d)

lines from each docment, though stdJ.ing who wrote it, and to whom,
it is appallin^y difficult I find to understand just what brick in the
edifice, so to speak, each document is intended to be;
all one can do therefore is to follow the gist of what Mowbray says
about the documents he is producing and try and forecast just what
points he is trying to make, with a view to proving them later on; and,
finally, there are mysterious reference to "7B" and "7C" documerfcs
see, for exai^le, page 3G of transcript No. 8 of the 15th January,
which Iflg sent to you. My interpretation —but I feel ptcetty unsure
about it - is that these numbers refer to groups of documents desLgned
to deal with 'trusteeship" and "ownership of phosphates". I fear that
is the best guess I can make.

4. Ofi the foregoing basis, I now attempt to record hereunder just what each
transcript is about • In this connexion, I am sending herewith transcript
No. 5» (which illustrates (b) and (c) above, though No, 8 already sent you may
do that too.

(a)'

(b;

(c)

U)
(e0

if)

Transcript N©, 5 (ehclosed) deals with the following;-
ownership of, and rights to, the phosphate deposits, as shown by
documents produced or presented by Mowbray - from SS, HC, RC, BP6;
there is discussion as to ownership of surface rights and sub-surface
rights, and the power of disposition of owners;
Mowbray argues that there was individual ownership of both the
surface land and the minerals thereunder;
he cites the Phosphate &Trees Deeds as prodf of (c);
it is agreed by both Mowbray and Vinelott (pafees 15-16) that Ocean
Island became a Colony by settlement frcwi 2nd October, 1900, when the
flag was hoisted coupled with the grant of the licence; and,
the UK Government was the trustee of the 1915 royalties, argues
lilowbray (page 20F &h).

6, 1 think the point concerning
absence of Banaban customazy land
if there was Banaban customajcy land law or custom, then UK law would apply
insofar as Banaban cuetomaiy land law ox custom did not apply on any
particular point.

(#) is that - if they are correct, then, in
law or custom, UK legislation would apply;
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7» Kay I add this comment ? It would seem from the bid&f pieces of
correspondence cited by Kowbray that all the writers mentioned in paragraph
5(a) wrote in the sense that the Banabans individually owned "the land" in
each case, from which the obvious deduction is, as Mowbray insists, that
each Banaban owns the surface land, and the minerals beneath. But surely
that was an unwarranted assumption of the part of each writer ? Hone of them
I venture to suggest made ai^y enquiiy whatever as to whether there was any
Banaban custom or customaiy ]a-w on the subject - hence their ignorance and
the way they wrote, and the interpretation (by Mowbray) of what they wrote.
Bo the vital question that I assume you will te asked was whether there was
before the coming of the Europeans a Banaban customary law or custom as to
ownership and disposal of land. Once you have given a convincing answer to
that question, it seas to me that it is then up to Hegarry to decide, after
hearing argument from both sides probably, whether such custom orcLustomaiy
law applied; if so to what extent; \diether it was affected by EngliBh law-
and 80 on. But you woxad, I assume, be "out of it" at that stage. '

• "V '

8. ind so on to Transcript Ho. 5; there are quite a number of points in
these 29 pages and, of course, repetition as documents are produced. I have
insufficient time to cooninate such points, and simply record them below as
they arose, thus:-

(a) plaintiffs concede two payments made by BPC msy be set off against
claim;

(b) plaintiffs* claim is of two elements (l) additional sum that would
have been ofrtained if pho^hate had been exported at 'world maitet
prices', plus (2) some part of sum paid to GEIC by BPC in taxation-

(c) in several places, the argument is rejecated that P<sa! deeds meaai that
siurface land and minerals beneat^ eachi piece were individually
owned; Crown recognized this position;

(^i) Dickson referred to title cfL every native to every piotB of land
and he and Ellis must have assumed phosphate under each piece. But
Megarry said that did not; follow.

"Of course the company was after the phosphate, but ii the natives
simply had a title to the surface of the land and no more, the
company could not get the phosphate underneath it with-out doing
a deal with the landowner of the surface rights, but would they be
reoaj^iizing a right in tne landowner to ownership of the minerals
beneath,

Kowbray - Tl®y are recognizing some title.
Kegariy - They are recognizing that the individual landowners have
got an individual title to something, but not necessarily the phos
phate imdemeath";

(e) this letter is in the particulars of both 7B and 9EC documents, that
is, particulars of documents helping to establish a trust of the I913
royalty, and helping to establish that the trust was apporoved by

(f) "on that reference (in a letter) to the idght of the ul^ve owner *
to dmnand his own price for the land, we say that includes the phos-
hates under the land and indicates an assumption - perhaps no more
than an assumption - in the Colonial Office that the natives owned
the phosphate";

(g) meeting of Dickson &Ellis with Banabans - many references to sell"
land with its minerals by the landowner, and Sales of loose phoeph^t^
But no Banabans expost^aeted that minerals were owi^ed by Banaban
community in accordance with their custom on customaiy law- theref
argued that minerals were owned by individuals; *

(h) Megariy on trusts - if ex gratia payment made to trustee Xas a tru +
ee, he holds what he receives as trustee for the beneficiariee h ^
cannot be blamed later for not getting more than that sum- the^ T
no obligatxon on him to obtain more as Mowbray argues. eithAr. +Tr, ^
on later otfc^ons e.g. 1931 and 1947; '

(i) there are numerous references to correspondence designed to show th x
aU control and decxsions in these matters were made in London by^!"

• 3;.- .'na.' •"^..r. i
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U) in re the correspondence oDnceming the licence fee, and the ar^-
ment of the 3S that, the licence having been granted, the fee cannot
be now raised, Megarry comments;-

"the natives made a shockingly bad bargain bht of course that,
unlike the licence is not a perfectly general matter and merely
relates to the land the company has already got, so there is
nothing to stop the natives from making a much better bargain
for any further land".

"Bu^ the G.O. do not seem to be recognizing here that there is
any duty on th®a to see that the natives dOi get a better deal for
further land";

P&I deeds. I4owbray argues that they were documents effecting a sale,
"and not only products of the land, but also in the circumstances a
considerable proportion, and they were sold by individual owners,
notjust the sxirface, but a considerable; portion of the land down to
a considerable depth., .There were 300 of them; they were by indiv
idual natives; they are contraiy to any custom that the native did
not own the phosphate under his land and in fact they establish a
contrary custom";
paragraph 6 of Dickson's confidential despatch of 23/IO/IO contains

"further indications of natives seem(ing) to be willing to sell
the phosphate under their land in support of our cohtention that
there is no contraiy native custom, indeed there is a native
custom of ownership of the phosphate under the landowner's land";

Megariy notes that discussions were extensively held between the SS
and the BPC but that the Banabans were not consulted; and,
arising out of EC's confidential despatch to HC of ll/S/ll, Mowbray
fefers to a stateaent in paragraph 9 that "no common land exists...
It may well be that what was in the EC's mind was that there was no
common land which was owned top to bottom by the community as a
whole but still one would have thought if there had been communal
ownership of phosphates he would have mentioned it there. Also going
to individual ownerdxip ©f the phosphates if (sic) paragraph 15(b)
•That the company should never refuse to purchase phosphate
rock from the natives, obtained from their own ground'. He is

recognizing there the right of the individual to take phosphate from
his own ground and sell to the company",

9. How for Transcript Mo. 7, dated 13/1/76; again there is repetition - to
prove individual ownership of phosphate; to show that SS controlled all
decisions; and to show that the UK Government was a trustee. However:-

(a> Mowbray argues that in certain correspondence the Crown declares and
admits ifeelf to be a trustee;
Mowbray argues that "these sales of loose phosphate as establishing
a native custom that the landowner owns the phosphates vmder his
land and this is recognition at a high level by the Crown (jn a
despatch) of that custom";

(c) Mowbray cites correspondence regarding the establishment of the trust

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(b)

(«0

(e)

(f)

and ffliG's control of it;
in telegram MM to SS, former states "as individual ownership is
recognized, do not think the natives will agree to royalty being
divided between the whole community". Mowbray continues "That must
have been individual ownership of the phosphate because the royalty
is being paid for the phosphate.,.";
Mowbray "It occurred to us last night that Your Lordship's question
about the 1913 trust yesterday might partly be answered in this wav^
The Crown denies there was a trust....This is an issue which Your
Lordship has to decide. The Crown say that say obligation was
governmental";
Mowbray, in referring to CO minutes, states; "Of course the lA ther^^
is the sum of the Crown'e 6d ahd the Banaban royalty...there is «
^ferjac. h.r. to"a V- royalty" and that indicates that the Orel
thought that the two royalties were very much alike at least thp
Crown royalty and the 6d Banaban royalty were very much alike 6d
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(g) i'iegariy ♦*Iou have used certain letters to indicate a connexion

" r theyc-all a Ijoyalty and what is being paid to the Banabans they
vL'^-',.call a payment".

'T' T Howbray "We say they were both royalties",
iiegarry "The true nature of a royalty, I. thought you said was that
was something paid to the owner for rights in connection with his
land".

I'iowbray "fio, it does not matter what you call it. Commercially.,."
0 Hegarry "It is something that the company has got to pay and that

is it".

If.. > : .l:

u., ..
y.'" ,:. , j:

Megarry "It does not matter how the company looks at it, it
depends on usage by the Government".

10. Mercifully, as you have been sent Transcript Mo. 8, I man pass over
>; it in silence in this letter.

•V."

11. Mow for Transcript Mo, 9, much of which relates to the accumulation
i f" ; . ' • and use of the Banaban Fund; as for details;-

(a) Mowbray "This is a maaorandum by Mr. Mahaffy about the nature ofrc..' j
, land tenure in the Protectorate. It is replaced in the end by
, Mr. Maude's findings on that, but we would like to show Your Lord-

. jpi'v ship this preliminary discussion as well. It is dated 19/1/15".
^ /;• . Megarry^ "Has this got anything to do with Ocean Island ?"

Mowbray "....That is the Gilbert Islands, and if that is a refer-
ence to Ocean Island it is the first suggestion of communal owner-
gjiip of land (paragraph 2), and even there there is no suggestion
that there is a difference between the surface, or whatever it is,

( ••v -v.., • and the minerals, or whether "communal" there means family. It is
^ . .. ! the only mention of "communal" in that memoEandum and perhaps it

, means family";
(b) Mowbray is constantly aeekingto prove that the Crown Agents, who

held the Banaban Bund, were subject entirely to the instructions
•I- '.i. -'.. • and directions of the 38;

</, ' • • (c) the Secretary the 33 expresses in a letter to Lord Balfour that
' r - . , view of the CO that they are the "pbotectors of the

bii; .'v;.v ' v ' 1 natives' interests". On this, Megarry "Youtan protect someone's
I ' • . -A. " interests without being a trustee. On thither hand a trustee is

someone who does naturally protect the interests of the bene
ficiaries";

(d) on a discussion as to the utilization of Banaban funds, Megarry -
"These are distingxiished public servants writing these minutes and
obviously had no thought t^t in many years to come the question of
the nature of the trust would have to te. looked at and the Procrust
ean bed of trusts applied to their commonsense approach to what was

i fair and right and proper to do".
V ; V ?•> Mowbray "Mo, that must be so. And of course if one gets a trust of

• y r

... .J •f • Ar-.

V.
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which the Government - to use an inaccurate phrase - was trustee,
it being our Government, the question could hardly ever arise
whether it was a trust or whether it was sometning else because the^
would carry it out if it was a Governmental obligation and it makes
no difference to the bbseficiaries whether they think it is a trus
or not as long as they carry it out. It is onlybecause the question
arises incidentally in this action that we have to discover whether
it is a trust or whether it is something else".
Megarry "And if it is a trust, what kind of trust, who were the
trustees and what are the trusts, whether there were any over
riding powers and, if so, which ?";

(e) in a despatch RC to HC (no date given but about 1916) it is stated;-
"the right to decide (on the use of Banaban funds) would lie
solely with the Secretary of State as trustee (5f the Fund"; and,
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(f) in a further despatch of the RC to HC about the same time, the
phrase is used "the Secretaiy of State for the Colonies as trustee
of the Banaban Fund"i,i- and Mowbray states that they rely on this tao

Row for Transcript Ro. 10 of I6/1/76 (another 31 pages!); details;-
(a) HC states that under terms of 1913 agreenent, the yearly interest

on the Banaban Fund up to £l,000 is paid out, etc. But any excess
amountreverts to the capital fund. Bat cut-off at £1,000 is not
mentioned in 1913 agreement, nor to the Banabans;

(b) Banaban royalties appear in the Colony balance sheet among the
in-ffiBsianents - Megarry - "That is being treated as one of the assets
of the Colony'

(c) Megany, following up (b), "it is putting the agebUnting respons
ibility apparently in the Colony rather than on the SB";

(d) Mowbray, after referring to various documents "..that series of
communiations shows the SS operating the account, the SS authorising
the advance, and it helps to show that the Crown in rig^t of the UK
was the trustee";

(e) Mowbray cites HC "I enclose a copy of a de^atch from the RC
forwarding a statement of the amount due to the Colony from the
Banaban Royalty Trust Account", so there is. a recognition that there
is a trust".

Megarry "If as a matter of convehience it is aalled the Banaban Fund
or the Banaban ac<xnuj± one can well see people may not think it was
in the fona of a trust, but if you refer to it as the Banaban Trust
rund one would have thought that might entail in people's minds
that it was a trust fxxnd and some part of the CO seem to have given
some sort of recognition to that, but nobody else seems to have
givoa. much thought to any concept of a trust";

(f) Mowbray cites letter from Secretary to the HC to Ellis stating -
"I take the opportunity of again informing you that the various
matters which have been raised in connection with the phosphate
commission at interviews with the HC will referred to the SS for the
Colonies for his information and final decision";

(g) Mowbray "We rely on those three documents together as showing a
recognition by Mr. Churchill that the fund was a private fund of
which the Government acted as trustees. So the Government is there
defined as a trustee, the Banaban Fund was a trust fund anri it was
a private fund. That is the opposite of a GovemmentaL fund";

(h) on whether payment by the BPC was a royalty or a tax, Megarry says —
"lou might say it is a royalty because it is not taxation. A tax is
normally imposed on people without their consent. On the other hand,
if a royalty is being paid by agreement between the Government on
the one hand and the payer on the other hand, it may be they would
regard that as a royalty because it would not be strictly taxation
at all";

(i) Mowbray citing a telegram from the SS to HC (no date given, 1924 ?)
"So beaidea typing the whole thing to the SS in all kinds of ways^
that telegram is also relevant on the question of Crown recognition
of the natives' ownership of the minerals, it is really hard to
think that the first paragraph would have been phrased as it is, or
the last sentence "These rights extend to full ownership o« land and
minerals thereunder*, if there was some diffeeence beyween the owner
ship of the land and the ownership of the minerals"; and,

(j) i'.egarry "Well, you get in this sort of case two different aspects.
There are property rights, on the one hand, and a trsstee, even if
it is of governmental policy, of course, is none the less a trustee
and bound to behave as a trustee should. Secondly, of course, if the
trusteeship is of a Governmental nature, then that trustee will liave
also Governmental functions to perform, and any trustee who has been
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"conceraed with relatively young beneficiaries coming into relatively
large sums of money and not particularly well fitted to handle it
knows that tnere can be very grave disadvantages in giving people in
a position of ineaperience what they are entitled to in law and in
equity, knd when you have Governmental responsibility for a
relatively obscure island being considered by those exercising
Governmental power, then you may well have these two considerations
pulling against each other in some respects. There may not have been
sufficient awareness on the part of some people as to what were the
property rights of those concerned, but certainly there seems to
have been a veiystrong awareness of Governmental duty and the duty
of ^vemment to protect those not really experienced of the ways
of modem life. lou are bound to have that conflict".

Howbray "And, of course, we say that it was resolved the wrong way
in 1951.

Hegariy - But you are reading his (HC's personal letter to CO) letter
as showing there was, perhaps, an over-enphasis on Government and an
under-emphasis on the fiduciary character of their duty.
Mowbray - Yes; not sufficient recognition of property rights, which
cannot be taken away just because people would be better without
thaa".

how for Transcript ho. 11 of isll/li} (another 51 pagesi); details;-
(a) Eliot in a despatch (no date given) suggested tnat two-thirds of the

current royalties should be paid to individual landowners and one
third toa trust fund. In this connerLon, Kegarry said that he supp
osed that there was some over-riding power 4f diversion or allocatior
(of funds) in someone, the Crown in some sdrt of right somewhere.
Mowbray then commented "The unalienability of the land probably was
not properly understood by Mr. McClure. Certainly the full nature
of the land-holding rules on Ocean Island had not been determined
in the way that we now see th«a, and he may not have understood that
land-owners were not free to make any arrangements they liked about
what was being treated as the fruits of the land";
several instances are cited by Mowbray of the very close cooperation
between the CO and BPC - almost a "hand-in-glove relationship";

(c) Mowbray refers to a despatch HC to HC (which I have identified as
No. 49 of 6/^25) and John Macdonald asks him to read paragraph 4
concerning communal water-holes. It is thus (but is not helpful)

"4. The water question is not, at the moment, serious. The cement
cistern in Tabwewa village stLll contains 6,000 gallons. In the
other three villages recourse is had to the numerous communal
water holes of the island. The water in these caves will hold out
for several months more. Several, in fact have not yet been
opened up. So far as the Police..,.". (l think village cisteras
were built later in 1925);

in several cases, Mowbray is concerned to point out that the BPC ig
planning increased production, and the installation of new equipment
and machinery for that purpose, and that, coupled with the company's
profits, indicate that the BPC had no intention of withdrawing if
the cost of land, and royalties, were pushed too high;

(e) Vinelott draws atteiil'tion to a BPC manorandum emphasizing the need to
maintain the high quality of phosphate exported from Ocean Island an
the need to reduce its cost;

(f) Mowbray continuously aa]^sizes throughout the fact that it was HMG
who took almost all decisions;

(g) Mr. Cowell (of the CO ?) is cited as followss- "I would lay it down
that the SS must regard any comparison with the rates fixed for
similar land acquisition in Nauru as entirely fallacious;
in a telegram RC to HC during negotiations, Grimble stated "the
terms do not however approach the limit of the CofflmissBon's
to pay without prejudice to itself ok its customers";

(b)

(d)
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(i) discussing acceptance of the "Grimble" offer, Megany comments;-
"Ifiere are at least three possibilities. First of all that they
shouJd.. be entirely free to accept or refuse —no pressure, no fuss
or arything. Secondly, that they are legally free to accept or
refuse but pressure migjit be applied to than without invoking
eventual compulsion. Thirdly, compulsion... ind Governmental
pressure, of course, is a particularly real factor, or possible
factor, in the case of a relatively primitive community such as this
as compared with landowners in iiiglandj

(j) ^iowbray then refers to another despatch from GrLmble (neither Ho.
nor date cited, but I ha-ve traced if down as Mowbray mentioned that
it was something about boundaries and that "the tendency to sub
division is acooxmted by the custom of making adoptive gifts".
(hote - Will copy that despatch and attach as Appendix to this
letter)$

14. Mew for Transcript HO. 12 of 20/l/76 (another 28 pages!) details;-
(a) Kowbray "This is the last, or very nearly the last, of the documents

illustrating what 1 call the up and down process on which we rely to
show either that there was only one Government of the Gilbert and
Ellice and that was the UK Government, or else to show that the UK
Government was making the decisions and so aiy liability arose in
respect of the UK Government";

(b) much of this Transcript deals with the 1925 - 51 negotiations,
espEbcially the early negotiations being conducted by Grimble, But
continuous emphasis is laid on GrLmble's awkward position, anri the
close ties between BPC and Co, and the fact that all decElons were
ebing made by the CO;

(c) i'iowbray on a manorandum by Gaze (undated) "The fiC commenced negot
iations with the Banabans in the second half of July...It was
evident that the Banabans did not grasp either the full provision
made for their present and future needs", etc. (reads to end of
paragraph). "We shall be saying that they still lacked proper know
ledge and experience of such things in 1947 when they were allowed
to negotiate on their own behalf";

(d) i'iowbray refers to telegram to Governors General of Australia and
Hew Zealand and cites reference therein to" rights extend to full
ownership of land and minerals thereunder";

(e) Mowbray again citing a telegram from BS to flC, (or an SB minute, it
is far from clear, thus,"About paragraph 3 'impression prevails that
rights in pho^hate d^osits shouldi be treated as belonging to
individual Banabans chiming surface land rather than to community
as a whole. Such a principle has not been followed in the past and
cannot be admitted", the SB may have been misled by an earlier
reference to the 1915 royalties going to the community as a whole.
Your Lordship recalls that was first suggested, not because the
individual landowner was not thought to own the phosphate, but
because it was thought that he could not be trusted to handle the
money. And it was suggested in a context in which the individual

1915 landowners' consent, was going to be required to the then proposed
sale anyway, and it was contaaplated that their consent tezaogtz
«kis«W8iii»xzx»x«lwx»3c^t£i««x»R^ze»uxtiuauc]EnK would be needed and
woulh be obtained, including their consent to any diversion of the
royalties away from themselves to the community as a whole. So the
suggestioii here that the community owned the phosphates was erroneous
It is as erroneous as the subsequent suggestion to loue Lordship
that the Crown owned thsii. That suggestion has now been abandoned
but it is equally erroneous. The words "cannot be admitted" are *
perhaps, ^nificant. The wording of this document was very careful!
TOnsidered and it may be that someone was thinking to himself "Well^
it may be a fact but, anyway, we are not going to admit it""; *
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(f) on paragraph 4 of the document mentioned in (e), Howbray says

''lour Lordship will see that the first draft of this Ordi,^(nance
would have put a figure in the Ordinance for the royalty, and
if that had been done, and if the arbitrator had been allowed
to take account of the value of the phosphates, the whole thing
would have come out in thrash because the surface owner would
have got toe rest of the value. But that is not what happened,
the arbitrator was forbidden to have any regard to the value of
the phosphates";

(g) discussing a CO memorandum, Mowbray says "Just looking back at
that sentence 'we are the tnistees of the natives in this
matter', I would not quarrel there with the suggestion that the
word 'trustees* is used there in a more general sense than in
other places that we have seen. If one speaks of a trust fund on
is talking about a trust in the l^alsense; if one says " we are
trustees of the natives in this matter" in that general way one
is not talking about a trust in the legal s ense?
Megariy "He could not have been using it in the legaLsense
unless you went back before 1800 or thereabouts, when it would
have been possible to feold a native in trust, Tou cannot be
trustees of natives"; and,

(h^ on the negotiations, Megariy has this to say "There are two
quite different things, and I am wondering if they are not in
danger of being lost sight of at this stage. One is what terns
it is reasonable to put forward as an offer to the Banabans.
The second is what terms it is reasonable to impoae on the
Banabans, E^veiy process of bargaining starts with one side
asking for more than they really expect to get and the other
side offering rather less than they ejq^ect to have to pay in
the end, and the reasonableness of the offer and the reasonable
ness of the imposed teims are two quite different things",

15. Transcript ho. 15 of 2l/l/76 is 28 pages long; it deals almost
wholly with the histoiy of the matter of the final stages of the 1925-
51 negotiations. It is extraordinarily difficult to follow at all intell
igently owing to the fact that onlysnatches oC. documents are cited, and
seldom any dates. I have come to the conclusion that there are no
details in this transcript which I need record.

16. AVti, those ere all the transcripts which I have thus far received,
though I fear more will be on the way. i hope these notes, which I felt
to be about the only way of bringing out some salient points, are of
some use to you. i am conscious that the standard of typing leaves much
to be desired, but t am so weary that I have not the will to correct the
errors, which I thihk are in any case fairly obvious. But it must be
remanbered that these eight pages represent in fact a jirecis of no fewer
"than 215 pages of "transcript".'.".
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G.P.O. Box 1404,
Suva, Biji.

10th. February, 1976.
Men char Professeur,

I hati ni kulsurei ...for yo\ir letter of the
30th Januaiy, tdiich I received yesterday afternoon. Anything one
sends throu^ officialdom takes years and years. However
PortunateHy, your letter arrived just as I was making up a large
envelope fuU of material for you, having completed one letter at
an early hour this morning.

2. I have not time to answer your letter if I am to catch this
morning's post, hut will do so shortly. I have, however, looked
carefully at para^aph 8 of jovir letter. First, you ask for page
5 of Enclosure (2) to G-rimhle's despatch Ho. 175 of 27/5/32, and
then in the final sentence you say the whole draft Ordinance was
missing from the material I sent you. I don't believe it. You
check. Be that as it may; do you require page 5 of Enclosure (2),
(which was G-rimble's Bill) or the whole Bill. ? So I am playing
it safe and sending you the whole Bill.

3. I have now heard that we leave here on 29th February and are
to appear as the last two witnesses for the Gro^m. Hever a dull
moment is there ? Don't be worried over too many small things,
especially finance; I am sure that Ing will prove to be very
helpful if things are explained to him when we reach London. Get
well quick, with more draught Guinness1

In great haste.

iw M/h,
•-it-.

. .v." .r.i.:.
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G.P.O. Box 1404,

Suva, Fiji.

10th February, 1976.

Sereunder you wLll find my letter (and enclosure) of the
SthiiEsy, which attempts a kind of precis of 215 pages of the transcripts
which have so far been sent to me (save for Ko. 8, which Ing sent to you
direct).

2, But the matter is not quite as formidable as it might seem. I can now,
having read and made notes on the transcripts, do what I could not have
attempted before - namely, make a list of the salient points in the
transcripts and my summary in my letter of the 8th May. It would probably
be sufficient for you simply to cast your optic over the lists below, but,
if you feel you canface up to it, it would be a good idea if you could
also Hk-im through my earlier letter. So read this letter first and then
decide what you will do.

5. 1 th-ink I can summarize the points •sdiich Mowbray has been trying to
make in producing documents are as follows (in no particular order)

1. that each piece of land on Ocean Island is owned individually by a
Banaban, i.e.the surface land and the minerals under that piece of
surface land;

2. fflG worked in very close touch indeed with the BFC in negotiations,
etc.

5. MS was a trustee - of the 1915 royalties and of the Banaban Fund;
4. such funds were trust funds;
5. in all inqportant matters, and often in matters of detail, MG made

the decisions;

6. that there was only one Government of the GiilC and that was MG, or
esle the VK Government was making the decisions and so liabilities
which arose are in respect of the UK Government (see paragraph 14(a)
of my letter of the 8th May); and,

7. Crown Igents, were also subject to close decision making and direct
ions from M(^.

4. Theother following points are also 1 think worth making;-
(a) OQean Island became a Colony by settlement when the flag was hoisted

and a licence issued (see paragraph 5(a) of my letter 8th May);
Crown alleges it is not a trustee and that its obligations were
purely governmental; (see paragraph 9(e);
McClure's alleged ignarance of land matters - see paragraph 15(a);
'"vommunal water holes" - see paragraph 15(e);
use of the word "trustee" - see paragraph i.4(g);

(f) proctection of natives' interests - see paragraph ll(c);
(g) trusts and governmental obligations - see paragraph ll(d); also

paragraph 12(j);
(h) "pressiires" by iiegariy; and,
(i) Banabans being allowed to negotiate alone in 1947 - see

paragraph 14(c).

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

AO ti ngaia anne;

Farofessor H.K. waude, O.B.E.^
Arthur Circle 77,
Forrest,
Canberra, A.C.I. 2605.

P.S. Do you wish me to continue to making these
"Precis" of the transcripts and sending them
to you, please ? '
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Professor Maude, O.B.E.,

77 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, Canberra.

G.P.O. Box 1404,
buva, Fiji.

11th February, 1976.

77r

'^ lnriK'i> •
herewith are the "precis'* of the next week's transcripts.

/f, IW/mni^ % ftfiKf
Ihey are coming to you a bit quicker as I am. getting more into the way
of handling than, and also because they deal with circumstances as I knew
them. The next lot will deal with affairs, to a considerable extent, after
my time, which will make compiling the^"precis" difficult.
2. 1 hate to tell you that you must/- or anyway skim throiigh - these
"precis", but you ought to do so on certain points which really do
concern you. All the main lines of the argument - as set out in my letter
of the 10th February - are much the same, but there are spaicific
references which affect you; thus, l(g), (i), (j) and (l); 2(a);
certainly 5(a), as well as (b) and (e); 4(k) & (l); 5(c) (this is
important in view of my 'position paper' that I sent you - we must
challenge this), (e) and (g).

5. Apart from these precis, one thought does occur to me; ate the FCC
autharities in the places where we are slaying, Honoliilu, San Francisco,
and IJew Orleans (?) being authorized in advance to meet our hotel
expenses there ? Otherwise it means we have to carry quite a bit of money
with us.

4. Will try and reply to your letter of 50th January shortly.
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